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Background
Scholarship across the humanities and social and life sciences has documented a wide variety of historical, sociocultural and medical attitudes to large bodies, including both positive and negative associations. Obesity has never been a stable or unified category.

Objective
The aim of this article is to provide an overview of the historical trajectory of obesity as a disease in a Western context.

Discussion
Discussions about whether obesity should be classified as a disease have been ongoing. Many scholars regard the early Greeks as the first to identify obesity as a disease, and trace changing manifestations of obesity from Classical times through the Middle Ages and Age of Enlightenment to contemporary times. This trajectory of obesity as a disease is contentious, and in light of recent moves to attribute disease status to obesity in Australia, this article outlines the politics and value of classifying obesity as a disease.

IN 2018, the Australian Government’s final report from the Senate Select Committee inquiry into the obesity epidemic recommended that obesity be recognised as a disease and added to the list of medical conditions eligible for the Chronic Disease Management scheme.1 Almost a decade earlier, the Weighing it up report (2009) recommended obesity be placed on the Medicare Benefits Schedule as a chronic disease requiring an individual management plan.2

The question of whether to classify obesity as a disease in and of itself or continue to consider it a risk factor for diseases such as type 2 diabetes has been a topic of heated debate for years.3,4 Part of the problem is that ‘disease’ is a difficult category to define and changes over time and place. To add to the complexity, there are many differing and competing models to explain the causes of obesity:5-7 thrifty genotypes, obesogenic behaviour, obesogenic environments and nutrition transition, as well as biocultural models that examine interactions of genetics, environment, behaviour and culture.8 Even within the medical field, conceptualisations of obesity differ. For example, Chang and Christakis, in their analysis of medical textbooks from the 1920s to 2000, make the observation that although all editions accepted that obesity resulted from an energy imbalance, each edition differed in emphasis, and a model of obesity could change ‘quite independently of definitive experimental evidence’.9

Despite the lack of consensus as to a common aetiology, in 1997 the World Health Organization’s (WHO’s) consultation on obesity classified obesity as a disease.10 In June 2013 the American Medical Association followed.11,12 Clinicians in Canada have recently called for obesity to be conceptualised as a chronic disease such as type 2 diabetes or hypertension in order for patients to qualify for comprehensive medical intervention. There have also been discussions about whether obesity should have been included in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders Fifth Edition (DSM-V) as a mental disorder.13

Labelling obesity as a disease is much more than a medical decision and has serious implications for both people and society. It can provide certain benefits and legal privileges but also enforce social norms and entrench stigma. At worst, it can lead to exploitation by commercial interests and apathy from governments to address upstream factors such as inequality that influence health trajectories and outcomes.

Histories of fat, flesh and obesity
Fatness has always been around – but has not always been called obesity or considered a disease. Historians point to a continuity of obesity across historical times by referring to the ancient Greek philosophers and physics – Aristophanes, Plato, Aristotle, Hippocrates and Galen.14-16 But the Greeks were ambivalent
about fatness, and there were both negative and positive associations of large bodies. Many references to Greek statues show the positive values of curves, especially on women. A series of small statues discovered across Europe from the Paleolithic era is often cited as evidence of obesity in prehistory. One iconic statue is the Venus of Willendorf, a small stone statue dated approximately 24,000 BC that represents a woman with pendulous breasts and abdominal adiposity. A number of similar figurines, all of which are of women, are said to be ‘the earliest depictions of obesity’ that provide evidence that ‘obesity existed during the Paleolithic era’. Some scholars argue that these statues do not represent obesity but are important fertility symbols that show ‘a rare and exaggerated phenomenon’, and may have been related to stylised imaginings of pregnancy. Others suggest they may have been toys, connected to ideas of divinity, wealth, prestige or sexuality.

Galen used common Greek words such as pachus (fat), efsarkos (chubby) and pieira (rich) to describe what we might consider today as obese. These words had multiple meanings and shifted and changed depending on the context in which they were used. Galen considered some types of fatness as a healthy body form and a ‘natural humoral condition’, not as a state of illness. However, Galen also identified another form of fatness – polisarkos – derived from poli (which means a lot) and sarkos (flesh). This was seen as an ‘unnatural state’ in humoral medicine as the body was seen as unbalanced. In Galenic physiology, digested food was thought to be converted to blood, and a surplus of blood was thought to cause fatness. Excess blood and fat also led to ‘warm temperaments’; when flesh accumulated, the person’s temperament was considered wet and warm.

Treatment of polisarkos involved a specific diet, exercise, baths and massage to help make one’s temperament dryer. This was not a diet based on calorie reduction as it was not until 1887 that the calorie – describing the energy content of food – began to enter popular and medical discourse in relation to nutrition. Galen’s recommended diet related to balancing of the humours in the body. Recommended foods were based on purgative effects of certain plants and the balance of different humoral properties of foods (such as their drying powers).

Large bodies enjoyed a level of status into the Middle Ages, where noblemen revelled in enormous feasts and endless eating, and prosperity and wealth were demonstrated by the capacity to purchase food in abundance. Women were described as fat, tender and beautiful, and a big person was rarely the object of insult. As in Classical times, historians note distinct forms of Latin largeness – the power of the pinguis (big) and the prapingus (very big). The very big had difficulty moving, and big men were inept at war. William the Conqueror was described as ‘so enormously fat in 1087 that the French King was led to say that the Englishman must be about to give birth’. These differing accounts of fatness in Classical times and the Middle Ages are often presented as analogous to the modern terms obesity and morbid obesity. However, these studies conflate words such as fat, fatness, flesh, corpulence and gluttony with contemporary understandings of obesity. Hautin, for example, states, ‘The women immortalized in Stone Age sculpture were fat; there is no other word for it. Obesity of dieting’ and speak of ‘banting’ when trying to lose weight. Together with industrialisation and the birth of consumer culture, Banting’s treatise on the ‘crying evil’ of corpulence set the stage for fat middle-class people to be denigrated and metaphorically represented as greedy, lazy and corrupt. Overconsumption became linked with obesity and the fat person stood in ‘as the symbol par excellence of the sin of [political corruption and] gluttony’. With the rise of global capitalism in the late 19th and early 20th centuries, a preference for slender bodies came to the fore, and all forms of fatness became morally judged and stigmatised; obesity was no longer associated with opulence and wealth, but pathologised as a medical condition. Sets of terms and measurements based on statistical calculations and body weights began to appear, accompanied by universal weight charts. In 1942, the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company made standard tables to identify ‘ideal’ (and later ‘desirable’) weight, and with the naming of weight-to-height ratios as the body mass index (BMI) by Keys and colleagues in 1972, obesity was understood as a health risk that required medical intervention. Further refinement of these (imperfect) standard measures of obesity led to formalisation of the BMI in 2000 by the WHO for international monitoring, and, more popularly, for assessment of individual health.

**Implications**

Hippocrates and Galen did name some types of fatness as a disease and recommended certain diets and exercise to balance bodily humours. These Classical meanings attributed to fatness and the accompanying remedies were very
different to contemporary understandings of biomedical bodies and treatments. However, a danger in seeing a continuity of obesity across historical periods lies in the recourse to personal responsibility, where diet and exercise continue to be touted as a key solution.

One of the key findings of the Senate Select Committee inquiry into the obesity epidemic in Australia was that policy and practice approaches that focus on individual responsibility have not worked. New approaches to address obesity are needed. This requires intersectoral co-operation across a range of agencies (including government legislation and regulation) to tackle the many social determinants (such as poverty, housing, employment) that have an impact on people’s ability to eat, and to eat well. This also requires great sensitivity to the stigmatisation of fatness and the unintended harms of labelling obesity as a disease.

If obesity becomes a disease, a proportion of the population will be labelled as ‘sick’, and a range of services, pharmaceuticals and instruments will be produced to manage them. This creates an opportunity for the weight loss industry to put diet medications on the same level as other medical procedures, and for diets and surgical interventions to be paid for through health insurance premiums, thus profiting commercial organisations.

Creating an opportunity for the weight loss industry to put diet medications on the same level as other medical procedures, and for diets and surgical interventions to be paid for through health insurance premiums, thus profiting commercial organisations.

This article has benefited from the exchange of intellectual ideas with Dr Tanya Zivkovic and the @NutrireCoLab, an international organisation of (mainly) anthropologists who engage with obesity, diabetes and social justice.
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